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Ms Peng-Ean Khoo read Economics at Fitzwilliam College, University of Cambridge, UK, and is a 
member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales since 1997. She trained in 
London with Price Waterhouse in the Products Group, and subsequently, in the Technology Group, 
Boston of PricewaterhouseCoopers.  Her experience included UK statutory accounts audits, UK plc 
annual report, British Railways Board Privatisation, US SEC filing, US technology start-ups audits, 
NASDAQ pre-IPO Preparation, and Transaction Support for mergers & acquisitions. 

 
Since 2000, Peng-Ean has co-founded Bilberries Blue servicing sustainable enterprises that support 
and enable the eco-systemic emergence of Good Work in local, regional, international economic 
development and in the capital marketplace. In Singapore, in the capacity as finance consultant or 
interim Chief Financial Officer roles, Peng-Ean’s corporate clients included serving certain entities in 
NTUC Social Enterprises.  
 
 
In 2018, Bilberries Blue integrated ESG Investing, UNDP Global Goals, and Doughnut Economics into 
its applied research of economic development principles and successfully developed a model – The 
Economics of Universal Wellbeing (TEUWB) - that will enable enterprises to respond to global 
sustainability and flourishing challenges through businesses. The knowledge development and 
knowledge transfer infrastructure of TEUWB was set up on March 21, 2019, on World’s Down 
Syndrome Day, celebrating trisomy21 in our lives as a wonderful testament and reminder of the 
vulnerable expansiveness of our humanity and our unending reservoir of joy, resourcefulness and 
ability to endure through and overcome any challenge. The body of work continues to integrate SDG 
Transformations and ReThinking Capital in sustainable enterprise applications and transactions. In 
2020, Peng-Ean decided to write it all down, and the result is the book – ‘New Things’: ‘Keep Well & 
Love Everybody’. She reckons it is a series, as she couldn’t fit it all in one book, and there are still many 
technical toolkits to unpack, so she has also unwittingly started - a TEUWB series. She intends for the 
future development, refinement and applications of the TEUWB model to be published under this 
series.  She is excited about ‘Narrative Economics’ (Shiller, 2019) and ‘The Strange Order of Things’ 
(Damasio, 2018) - the idea of the cultural mind evolution, narratives and how authentic, personal 
stories are likely the compelling change driver in economics, business and society in The Age of 
Sustainable Development. 
 
 
She founded One Love Ltd, a company limited by guarantee, in 2014, to create and sustain birth to 
lifelong transition and support platforms. She hopes to enable responsible access, opportunities and 
meaningful livelihoods as she continues to ponder Amartya Sen’s statement in ‘Development as 
Freedom’ (1999): ‘Development is indeed a momentous engagement with freedom’s possibilities.’  


